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	Drupal 7 Mobile Web Development Beginner's Guide, 9781849515627 (184951562X), Packt Publishing, 2012


	It's not an overstatement to say that handhelds have changed the world. What was, just 10

	years ago, simply a phone is now the center of your online life and, for many users, their

	primary Internet device. The power of the smart phone is shaking up the world from Main

	Street and Wall Street to Pennsylvania Avenue and Downing Street.





	Drupal is the perfect platform on which to build a mobile strategy. The power of millions of

	developers world-wide ensures that there's no problem you face that has not already been

	overcome by multiple developers and solved with any one of the hundreds of thousands of

	Drupal contributed projects.

	How disappointing is it to log on to a website for a product or business you love only to discover the feature you were drawn to doesn't work on your mobile or tablet? Drupal has brand new features to adapt your existing site into a mobile site that will keep your customers coming back.


	The Drupal Mobile Web Development Beginner's Guide follows a humble 'Mom & Pop' restaurant website which gets a makeover complete with cutting edge features that play to mobile, tablet and desktop audiences. By following the fun example, you will finish the book having effortlessly adapted your website so that it is accessible and, more importantly, looks good and functions well, on any mobile device.


	Restaurant websites are notoriously horrible to navigate and our Mom & Pop example is wellintentioned but no exception to this rule. We bring this site out of the early 1990's with cutting edge development practices and a team development workflow. This pizza chain goes mobile with location services, audio, video, charting and mapping worthy of any multi-million dollar site. Each chapter examines the way the site works and shows you how to move the existing content and functionality into reusable features.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Set up Domain Access and Drupal Behaviors that redirect mobile and desktop browsers to the version of the website most appropriate for your client
	
		Share content across sites without resorting to a multi-site install
	
		Use context and image styles to create a customized view for the home page
	
		Create a mobile-friendly menu
	
		Bundle several exercises up into a feature that can push new content to your live site in one fell swoop
	
		Create a compelling audio and video experience without using Flash
	
		Customize a theme that will present your site to mobile and desktop clients alike with a unified marketing message



	Approach


	Follow the fun example of a family pizza restaurant to help you adapt your own website to one that is fullyfunctional in a mobile environment. Each chapter covers a different aspect of mobile web development with plenty of step-by-step instructions and screenshots to make things clearer.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is for independent developers who may or may not have had experience with Drupal websites. We take some "deep dives" into customized functionality that will take your Drupal development and your development workflow to the next level.
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Handbook of Differential Equations: Stationary Partial Differential Equations, Volume 6Elsevier Limited, 2008

	This is a survey on elliptic boundary value problems on varying domains and tools needed for that. Such problems arise in numerical analysis, in shape optimisation  problems and in the investigation of the solution structure of nonlinear elliptic equations. The methods are also useful to obtain certain results for equations on non-smooth...


		

Adobe Photoshop CS5 for Photographers: A professional image editor's guide to the creative use of Photoshop for the Macintosh and PCFocal Press, 2010

	When I fi rst started using Photoshop, it was a much simpler program
	to get to grips with compared with what we see today. Since then
	Adobe Photoshop CS5 has evolved to supply photographers with
	all the tools they need. My aim is to provide you with a working
	photographer’s perspective of what Photoshop CS5 can do and how to...


		

Apple Boot Camp Public Beta First LookO'Reilly, 2006
Unlike emulation systems such as Microsoft's Virtual PC, Apple's new Boot Camp takes advantage of the fact that your new Intel-equipped iMac, Mac mini or MacBook Pro uses the same type of Intel processor that normal Windows PCs use, allowing you to now run Windows XP on your Intel-equipped Mac at full speed. While most of the information currently...




	

You Can Pass the CPA Exam: Get Motivated!John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Over the past twenty years, I have witnessed thousands of CPA candidates pass the Uniform
Certified Public Accountant’s (CPA) examination. Although there are many manuals
and courses that outline the CPA exam’s technical material, there is not much available to
help CPA candidates manage the entire preparation process....

		

Advances in Computational Intelligence: Theory And ApplicationsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2006
Computational Intelligence (CI) is a recently emerging area in fundamental and applied research, exploiting a number of advanced information processing technologies that mainly embody neural networks, fuzzy logic and evolutionary computation. With a major concern to exploiting the tolerance for imperfection, uncertainty, and partial truth to...

		

Commitments of Traders : Strategies for Tracking the Market and Trading ProfitablyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	"Floyd has answered for many in this book a way to both understand and use the Commitment of Traders reports. In my thirty-five years as a registered broker and author of my own book, I find that at times someone takes a complex subject and makes it easier to understand. Floyd has done this with his book. Not only does he make...
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